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30-40% of Internet 
browsing is non-job 
related.

SANS INSTITUTE 

McAfee® SaaS Web Protection

It’s clear that the Web has opened the door to infinite business opportunity. At 
the same time, however, it has created a swift entryway for infection, malicious 
infiltration and corporate risk. 

McAfee offers proactive protection against emerging web-based malware attacks 
with SaaS Web Protection.  With our simple, feature-rich perimeter protection, you 
gain effective and economical control over unauthorized, unproductive workplace 
Internet access and bottom line cost savings. 

Create a more safe and secure network

More practical than completely blocking employee 
Internet access, the SaaS Web Protection solution 
works at the network perimeter to help you foster 
a more productive and secure online experience. 
Our Web filtering and defense service:

•	Works at the network perimeter to protect the 
company, employees and network assets from 
spyware, viruses and phishing attacks

•	Allows greater management control over 
unauthorized, unproductive workplace Internet 
usage with group policies and content control

•	Provides continuous updates for real time 
protection

•	Allows control over bandwidth-intensive 
applications

Savings comes standard with our security
Are you looking to save time?  How about 
money? Or, maybe you’re trying to do all these 
things while also saving your company from the 
debilitating effects of malware. Web Protection is 
your saving grace that allows you to:

•	Reduce costs and IT aggravation associated 
with malware-infected PCs including clean-up 
and replacement

•	Conserve network bandwidth
•	Eliminate the purchase and maintenance of 

additional hardware or software 
•	Reduce wasted IT and employee time 

and productivity

One in ten webpages 
scrutinized by search 
giant Google contained 
malicious code that could 
infect a user’s PC.

 
BBC News May 2007 
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Automatic protection eliminates uncertainty
With limited administration and effort, you gain 
peace of mind knowing that your employees and 
corporate assets are protected with a reliable 
and dependable managed service. This value 
translates into:  

•	Greater employee productivity by eliminating 
unauthorized Internet usage

•	Advanced protection that reduces liabilities 
associated with compliance breaches 

•	More time for your IT staff to focus on core 
projects because the service helps reduce time-
consuming PC clean-up and maintenance

•	 Increased network bandwidth availability and 
less data bottlenecks

Simply effective web defense 

•	Several offerings, including Security Suites, to 
provide flexible control

•	Around-the-clock protection and free, real-time 
updates

•	Scalable solution to suit your business needs 
and demands

•	Purchasing flexibility with month to month 
contracts and no additional fees

McAfee SaaS Web Protection


